DysMusic: Detecting Dyslexia by Web-based Games with Music Elements
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this research is to show that a playful approach combined with music can detect children with dyslexia. Early detection will prevent children from suffering in school until they are detected due to bad grades. Our envisioned web application will contribute to 10% of the population by giving them a chance to succeed in life and find their skills to impress the world.
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1. MOTIVATION
In Germany, around 7.5 million people have dyslexia, a neurological learning disability which impairs a person’s ability to read and write [12]. In a longitudinal study Esser et al. [1] showed that children with diagnosed dyslexia at the age of 8 achieved lower school performance and a higher rate of unemployment, than the control group measured afterwards at the age of 25. More recently, it was shown that children with dyslexia can be detected easily and cost-efficient with a web tool that, among other things, analyzed word errors from people with dyslexia. [9].

The main goal of my PhD research is the design and implementation of a tool called DysMusic, which aim is to detect if a child aged 3 to 6 years has dyslexia. This will provide the child and the parent an early diagnosis and will prevent the child from failing school and life. There are three reasons motivating the decision to choose this research topic: (1) it is a research challenge; (2) the impact it will have on individuals; and (3) its relevance for society.

First, although similar tools and approaches have been developed for other purposes such as diagnose dyslexia [3], computer-assisted reading interventions [4] and error-based exercises [10], to the best of my knowledge, this is the first approach to use music elements for detecting dyslexic children in an early age.

Second, early detection will provide children with support at an early stage in life to improve spelling and reading but also to improve confidence in their own skills.

Finally, a tool of these characteristics is useful as around 10% of the population has dyslexia [2] and has a considerable presence in the Web [8].

2. METHODOLOGY
The proposed ongoing PhD will be approached with a Human-Centered Design (HCD) Process. The five research questions below will be answered according to the four stages of the HCD Process.

1. Game content: How to create content for serious games targets for people with dyslexia?
2. Context of use: How are the syndromes of hearing difficulties?
3. User Requirements: What do children with dyslexia need to be detected with music?
4. Interaction Design: How should a (musical) serious game be for children with dyslexia?
5. Evaluation: Can a child be detected earlier with the application DysMusic then with current methods?

To answer each of the research questions we will perform a user study in collaboration with schools and associations of dyslexia from Germany and Spain. The dependent variables that we plan to use will be derived from the interaction with on-line games such as mouse tracking measures, several performance measures (hits, click, score, among others) extracted from the games, as well as other subjective measures that we will gather via questionnaires.

3. RESEARCH PLAN
Phase one is focusing on extracting the music attributes to distinguish between groups and creating the game design. Since people with dyslexia have short-term memory difficulties [5] questions like “Which sound did you hear first?” or “Which sound is pitched higher?” would determine the
groups. A specify task would be an adaptation of the already existing game memory\textsuperscript{1}. Instead of finding the same picture under various analog cards the child will try to find the same sound behind various digital card.

In the second phase different elaborations for the music elements, tasks and design will be created to optimize the diagnosis threshold. Therefore, the existing Dytective algorithm \textsuperscript{9} for predicting dyslexia will be enriched adapted to use DysMusic. Dytective methodology is multilingual \textsuperscript{11} and using music elements will have also the potential of being valid for different languages.

We propose that it is possible to transfer the existing approaches and knowledge into a game that detects children at an early age to provide them with more time to practice. At the same time early detection will prevent children from failing and help them understand how to cope and establish a strong self-confidence about their skills.

4. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

I have already accomplished the first research question for my PhD research regarding the content creation of the serious games for both detection and intervention.

**Intervention.** Playing error-based exercises presented in a computer game was found to significantly improve the spelling skills of children with dyslexia in Spanish. Since there are no similar error-based exercises for German, we adapted for the initial goal the method to German. We collected more than 1,000 errors written by children with dyslexia from different schools. After that, we created a classification of dyslexic errors in German and annotated the errors with different language specific features, such as phonetic and visual features. For the creation of the exercises we took into account the linguistic knowledge extracted from the analyses and designed more than 2,500 word exercises in German that have been integrated in a game available for iOS. The game and the resource of dyslexic errors are available online\textsuperscript{2} \cite{Esser2012a,Esser2012b}.

**Detection.** We created a set of linguistic exercises to detect dyslexia for German. The exercises will be integrated in the tool Dytective \textsuperscript{9, 11} for German. Dytective is a game to detect dyslexia with a web application. The first study results indicated already that it is possible to detect dyslexia with exercises on a web application. At the moment we are running a study with 30 participants to find the accuracy for the German version of Dytective.

5. NEXT STEPS

The next step is to design a task for the game DysMusic combining (i) the linguistic game input already created with (ii) music content. We will perform a set of experiments to measure the threshold to distinguish between dyslexic and non-dyslexic persons. The result will have an enormous impact especially on children which feel unable to fulfill expectations, because the motivation and the skills they can gain out of the early detection will give them a chance to find their skills and to cope with their weaknesses.

\textsuperscript{1}Example of a memory game can be found on https://goo.gl/vhWmYs
\textsuperscript{2}The online game is available on https://itunes.apple.com/de/app/dysegxia/id534986729?mt=8 and the resource can be accessed on goo.gl/LRaUDA.
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